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WE MUST NOT OVERLOOK SAFETY IN AIR QUALITY MOVES 

  

The Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS) has called on the Government not 

to overlook safety needs in its rush to improve air quality. 

  

PACTS urge councils to think very carefully before removing speed humps in 

the name of public health. Speed humps are proven to be one of the most 

effective and inexpensive forms of speed control measure and have prevented 

large numbers 

of deaths and 

injuries, particularly for children, 

the elderly, cyclists and other 

vulnerable road users. Other designs 

– chicanes, speed "cushions", road 

narrowing, psychological traffic 

calming, etc can be effective but 

need careful design and can bring 

their own problems. Speed limits 

without physical enforcement 

measures have very little impact on 

actual speeds. Few, if any, speed 

humps could realistically be replaced by speed cameras or policing. Sources are suggesting that 

removing speed humps is the answer to improving air quality. There may be a small number of 

specific locations where this is justified. In fact, well designed and well-maintained humps and 

other devices can smooth traffic flows and keep speeds down, which should improve air quality. 

There is a case for spending more on these measures, not ripping them out. There have been some 

misleading comparisons of deaths resulting directly from road traffic collisions and the number of 

premature deaths to which air pollution contributes.  

Traffic 

Safety  

Roads 

Traffic Safety Roads is published by 

Graham Feest Consultancy. 

TSR collates a range of information and opinion from various sources. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its 

accuracy the gfc cannot be held responsible for any incorrect information provided from third parties or the 

views expressed by individuals that are published so readers can make up their own minds and draw their own 

conclusions.  
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"PACTS strongly support measures to improve air quality in our towns 

and cities. But the Government must not throw out the safety baby 

with the air quality bathwater. We need vehicles that are clean, 

driven at speeds that are safe. An increasing number of mayors, 

councils and organisations are endorsing Vision Zero with strategies 

to reduce death and serious injury from traffic to near zero. Air 

quality plans must work with them, not against them” 

 David Davies Executive Director of PACTS 

 

 

    Graham Feest is Head of Road Safety and Events at The RichWorks 

With more than forty years’ experience working in roads, traffic and safety he is a former County 
Road Safety Officer and Head of Road Safety for IAM RoadSmart. Currently Chairman of the Institute 
of Master Tutors of Driving, Chairman of the National Road Safety Committee and Road Safety 
Advisor to the ADI National Joint Council. He is available to speak at meetings, conferences and 
seminars throughout the UK and overseas at no cost but reasonable travelling and subsistence 
expenses need to be met. 
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OVERGROWN FOLIAGE 

 

Two out of five drivers say overgrown foliage is hiding speed 

limit and other warning signs and the same number feel that 

overgrown verges are blurring sight lines at junctions on local 

roads. 

 

The findings come in a poll of more than 16,000 drivers 

carried out for the AA, which said obscured road signs have 

become more problematic in the last year. The poll found 

that 42% of drivers thought sight lines at junctions were now 

a problem because of overgrown shrubs and long grass while 39% said obscured direction signs due 

to overhanging branches were a problem. 

 

AA president Edmund King, said  

 

‘Drivers are becoming increasingly concerned 

about the upkeep of our verges, and it is 

clear the problem isn’t going away. Highways 

authorities may think reducing the number of 

times a hedge or a tree is trimmed 

throughout the year is an easy cost saving 

measure, but cut backs can have 

consequences. While we strive for zero road 

deaths, something as simple as cutting back 

shrubs to improve sight lines at junctions can 

be the difference between seeing a 

vulnerable road user and not seeing them. 

Most gardeners will be aware that vegetation 

has grown more aggressively this spring and 

summer due to the weather. But it seems 

pretty obvious that in some areas verge 

maintenance has been kicked into the long 

grass.’ 

 

When compared to the same question asked in 2016, most regions are performing worse than a year 

ago, with the East Midlands, West Midlands and South West regions being the areas with the most 

problematic verges and road signs. The AA pointed to its recent investigation that found that some 

local authorities are reducing their verge maintenance budgets. It said an official report found that 

masked signs and overgrown vegetation contributed to more than 1,000 casualties including three 

fatalities in 2015. 

 

 

 

INCREASE IN PURSUIT RELATED DEATHS 

 

The Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) has highlighted a ‘sharp increase’ in the 

number of vehicle pursuit-related deaths for the year ending March 2017. 

The figures show that there were 32 road traffic fatalities over the 12-

month period, an increase of 11 on the previous year. The figure is also 

the highest recorded in the last eight years.  
 

28 of the deaths were from police pursuit-related incidents, more than 

double the figure for the year ending March 2016 - and the highest for 11 years. 

 

The new IPCC figures show that none of the pursuit-related deaths were in response to 

emergencies. Two-thirds of the people killed were passengers, bystanders or other road users, and 

all but two incidents involved cars. 
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FLASHING BIKE TO AID CYCLE SAFETY 

 

A flashing LED bicycle logo is one of the latest ways in 

which a company that helps operators communicate 

with vulnerable road users is aiming to protect two-

wheeled commuters. As part of Sentinel Systems’ ‘Bike 

Hotspot’ package, the new LED sign is part of a system 

designed for operators to help promote cyclist safety 

and protect vulnerable road users.  

 

The flashing bicycle LED is mounted on the tailboard of 

a van or truck, and illuminates in tandem with the 

vehicle indicator as an additional, more visible warning 

that the vehicle is about to turn left or perform a reversing manoeuvre. The Bike Hotspot system 

works by fitting sensors on the nearside of the vehicle, and the sign will activate at speeds lower 

than 10mph.  

 

The sensors are linked to a choice of alarm, including in cab sounds, LED lights and external 

speakers that warn cyclists to move away from the vehicle. Installing the sign onto vehicles will 

give cyclists a visual indication that the vehicle is about to manoeuvre, giving them time to stay out 

of the way of any potential harm. 

 

 

NATIONAL TRAVEL SURVEY ENGLAND – 2016 

 

With 16,000 individuals taking part, the National Travel Survey for England in respect of 2016 has 

been published by the Department of Transport the key features highlight the following: 

 

Three in five journeys between one and two miles in distance were made by car or van in England 

during 2016. 31% made by foot, 2% by bicycle and 60% by car or van, either as a driver or 

passenger. In journeys under a mile in length, 17% were made by car or van, compared to 80% by 

foot and 1% by cycle. In total, the average person made 954 trips in 2016, a slight increase from the 

2015 figure of 914 which was the lowest on record. 

 

The 2016 report shows that the car continues to dominate travel in England, accounting for 62% of 

trips made and 78% of distance covered. These figures are similar to 2015, when 64% of trips made 

and 78% of distance covered were by car. There are no significant year-on-year changes in levels of 

walking (25% of trips and 3% of distance) and cycling (2% of trips and 1% of distance). 

 

Looking at longer term trends, the number of walking trips (excluding short walks - less than a mile 

in length or less than 20 minutes duration) has fallen by 17% since 2002, with the distance falling by 

19%. While the number of cycling trips has also fallen since 2002 (19%), the distance travelled has 

increased by 37%. 65% of respondents said they walked for 20 minutes at least once a week, while 

21% did so less than once a year - or never. However of that 21%, more than a third have a mobility 

problem. 66% of people aged over five years use a bicycle ‘less than once a year or never’ with just 

14% cycling at least once a week. 

 

Find the survey at https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/document-library-latest-uploads/ 
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UK PLAN FOR TACKLING ROADSIDE NITROGEN DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS 

 

The leading item in this month’s newsletter 

concerns the safety implication of any measures 

which may be taken to improve air quality. 

 

The UK is the first country in the world to announce 

in 2011 the intention that conventional car and van 

sales would end by 2040, and for almost every car 

and van on the road to be a zero emission vehicle by 

2050. 

 

In a recent overview they have confirmed a commitment to invest over £2.7 billion overall in air 

quality and cleaner transport.  

 

This includes: 

 

• £1 billion – ultra low emission vehicles 
(ULEVs) This includes investing nearly £100m 
in the UK’s charging infrastructure and 
funding the Plug In Car and Plug In Van Grant 
Schemes. 
 
• £290 million – National Productivity 
Investment Fund In the Autumn Statement 
2016, a further £290 million was committed 
for reducing transport emissions which 
includes £60 million for new buses and £40 
million for bus retrofits, £50 million for a Plug 
In Taxi programme and £80 million for ULEV 
charging infrastructure. 
 
• £11 million – Air Quality Grant We have 
awarded over £11 million under our Air 
Quality Grant scheme to help local 
authorities improve air 
 
• £89 million – Green Bus Fund The UK 
government has invested a total of almost 
£89 million via the Green Bus Fund to help 
bus companies and local authorities in 

England to put over 1,200 new low carbon 
buses on the roads. 
 
• £27 million – Clean Bus Technology Fund 
and Clean Vehicle Technology Fund Since 
2013, government has awarded over £27 
million to retrofit almost 3,000 of the oldest 
vehicles (mainly buses) including through the 
Clean Bus Technology Fund and the Clean 
Vehicle Technology Fund. 
 
• £1.2 billion – Cycling and walking In April 
2017, the UK government published its 
Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy 
which identifies £1.2 billion which may be 
invested in cycling and walking from 2016-
2021. 
 
• £100 million – National road network 
Through the Road Investment Strategy, the 
UK government has allocated a ring-fenced 
£100 million for an Air Quality Fund available 
through to 2021 for Highways England to help 
improve air quality on its network. 
 

Find the document at https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/document-library-latest-uploads/ 

 
 

PAYING FOR PARKING 
 
People still like paying parking charges by cash. Seven out of 10 drivers are more likely to drive by 

than park somewhere they can only pay by phone, according to the AA. Their Populus poll of more 

than 16,500 members found that paying for parking by cash remains the preferred option although 

nearly two thirds (64%) of drivers said it is often a challenge to find the right change. Seven out of 

ten (70%) drivers said they are sceptical about using pay by phone systems as they often carry 

administration fees. 
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FIRST PROSECUTION FOR CAUSING DEATH BY CARELESS DRIVING BUT WAS ROAD AT FAULT? 
 
A van driver who ran over and killed a three-year-old boy has become the first person to be 

sentenced for causing death by careless driving in Jersey. The offence was introduced to the island 

two years ago. 

 

The driver was given suspended jail sentence of eight months, suspended for two years, having 

been previously cleared of causing death by dangerous driving but pleaded guilty to the lesser 

charge. 

 

The court heard that a three-year old 

was crossing the road in St Helier, while 

on holiday in Jersey in June 2016 when 

the driver failed to see him. The 

prosecution said the driver ‘had not 

been paying attention’ to signs including 

those stating ‘No entry’ and ‘Give way’ 

and had not noticed the boy’s mother 

and aunt ‘screaming and waving’ as the 

driver approached. The court also heard 

that the driver had used her mobile 

phone behind the wheel shortly before 

the collision but her defence denied that 

this was a factor. 

 

Reports said the ‘shared space’ road was only meant to be used by vehicles for local access. The 

defence said the road layout in the area ‘directly contributed to the tragedy’. Following the verdict 

last month the child father commented that ‘Serious concerns have been raised in the UK over 

shared space road areas similar of similar design.’ The courts and the Government have ruled that 

these spaces discriminate against certain groups in society. 

 

 
GUIDANCE AND REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

 
The Graham Feest Website www.grahamfeest.com  contains a section which includes documents of 

Guidance and Reference which have been written by individuals’ not 

multi-national businesses or organisations, based on their own research, 

expertise and experience. They are documents which have not been 

produced for commercial purposes but there to help others who might 

benefit from the knowledge and information each contain.  

 

The first of these documents has been written by Simon Rawlings who 

has had an extensive career in driver training particularly in terms of 

people Driving for Work and it charts some of his thoughts and ideas about this subject as seen in 

many cases through his own experiences. If you have written anything relevant and would like a 

place for it to appear and be available to others then do make contact by emailing me at 

graham@grahamfeest.com  
More information at  

https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/document-library-latest-uploads/guidance-reference/ 
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HAS THE HIGHWAY GONE PAST ITS SELL BY DATE? 

HOW RELEVANT IS THE HIGHWAY CODE WHEN LEARNING TO DRIVE? 

(Some ramblings from Graham Feest) 

 

I am tempted to start this piece by saying that “I would take the Highway Code and throw it in the 

bin”  

The Highway Code itself has become far too long and may well possess some 

important information as a quality reference book but not necessarily that 

which will aid you to be a better driver or rider particularly at the early stages 

of your driving career or for passing a test. Notwithstanding that we hopefully 

are training drivers and not just training them to pass a test! 

I would do away with the theory test in its current form for those seeking a 

driving licence and return to the examiner asking at the conclusion or even 

the beginning of the test a relevant questions upon which he or she could 

probe to ensure that the potential qualified driver understands and knows 

what to do in order to keep and others whom they come in contact safe on the 

road. I still recall the question asked of me on my driving test back in the 

sixties about a yellow box junction and after giving an answer the “do not 

enter the box unless there is space for you to get off the box at the other 

side” his response was and ……. as he waited for me to explain about stopping 

on the box when turning right and your exit was blocked by oncoming traffic” 

I recent read recently an article where a driver trainer stated that despite what he said to his 

pupils about the theory in preparation, most were not passing the first time. The very statement 

interested me as I have heard many driver trainers say – “when you have passed your theory test 

give me a call and we will start your practical lessons” At least this driver trainer was trying to give 

them some help and guidance about the theory test. That said of course there is a concept that 

people should know the theory before ever moving onto the next stage. 

If we want to improve people’s understanding, and get them to do the most basic things then we 

need to have a set of simple and understood rules which people know at the very beginning. The 

current Highway Code has over 300 statements – I know that is for all types of road user and all 

types of roads plus all the pages of signs and appendices. Perhaps it would be more helpful and 

productive if we had a maximum of say 50 facts which a driver or rider needs to know to keep them 

and others safe as I might suggest that if everyone knew those we would be certainly no worse off 

than at present and probably a lot safer.  

However every time the call goes out that we are revising the highway code up pops various bodies 

and specific interest groups seeking more things to be added about their particular road users group 

all aimed at the car driver without thinking about the fact that some of the road users they 

represent are as much in need of being told as drivers of motorised vehicles. There is a similar 

response when we look to increase the bank of questions for the current theory test. “Do you know 

that candidates only get asked one question about emergency vehicles?” 

Maybe you have a view which you would like to share and could be published in forthcoming 

newsletters. If so please restrict your comments to graham@grahamfeest.com in no more than 200 

words. 
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STOP SHARED SPACE SCHEMES 

The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association has called on the Government to halt shared space 

schemes, which it claims are making some town centres ‘no-go zones’ and believe there should be 

no more new shared-surface schemes where kerbs and pedestrian crossing points are often 

removed, until new guidance is issued to ensure they are safe for all pedestrians. 

A new survey by the Association indicates that seven out of 10 people feel they are put in danger by 

shared-surface schemes. The survey echoes separate research by YouGov, which shows two thirds 

(66%) of people who live in cities believe traditional street designs are safer. 

 

COLOURED CODED BUSES 

 

Two new fleets of orange and yellow Euro 6 

micro-hybrid buses have gone into service in 

Oxford, making it the first city in the UK to 

have a fully colour-coded bus fleet. The colour-

coding has been in progress since 2015, when 

the Oxford Bus Company – part of national 

operator Go-Ahead – announced it would 

rebrand its 11 main route services in different 

colours. The first of these were pink followed 

by purple buses, green which joined the original 

red and blue buses. 

 

DRINK DRIVE ANALYSIS 2015 

As we continue to wait the arrival of the overall data for casualties’ in respect of 2016; analysis 

is still being developed from the 2015 data and we have seen the publication recently of the 

drink drive results 

The final estimates for 2015 show that 200 people were killed in crashes in Great Britain where at 

least one driver was over the drink drive limit. Fatalities have fallen by 40 since 2014. 

• 1,370 people were estimated to have been killed or seriously injured in drink drive 

accidents.  

• The estimated total number of crashes where at least one driver was over the alcohol 

limit rose by 2 per cent to 5,730 in 2015. 

• Since 1979 there has been a 71 per cent reduction in the number of drink drive crashes 

and a 73 per cent reduction in casualties. 
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MEASURING ROAD RISK 
 
The following advertise has appeared  
 

Van Driver Cat B  
The Best Connection Employment Group  
£7.75 - £11.63 an hour 

 
Working for an international retailer, you will be responsible for the collection of product 
throughout the South East and occasionally into London. Due to the nature of the product, the role 
will include aspects of heavy lifting from the client premises into the vehicle.  
 
Hours - Start time - 06.00am - You are guaranteed 8 hours pay per day, with overtime paid for any 
hours over this.  
 
Requirements - Cat B Licence Experience and Knowledge of driving throughout the SE and London 
References for driving a vehicle commercially Training and PPE Health and safety training will be 
given on site. You will be required to adhere to the company dress code. Safety boots will be 
provided. To arrange an interview or find out more please contact ……. 
 

Benefits & Requirements: 

 28 days Paid Annual Leave pro-rata for PAYE (inclusive of statutory holiday) 

 Licence - Car/Van Driving Licence (Category B) 

 Overtime Available 

 Possible permanent position following a successful trial period 

On the face of it - this should concern all those working in managing the risk of drivers/driving for 

work which this clearly is - this new 

driver will work up to potentially 8 hours 

a day with the possible add on of 

overtime, driving the vehicle and 

undertaking what would appear to be 

loading and unloading of potentially 

heavy products. Whilst I would hope that 

there would be a break within a period 

of 8 hours it does not actually say that 

and often lunch breaks are outside the 

normal working day. So is this driver 

going to be eating whilst driving linked 

up hopefully at the very least to a hands 

free mobile phone? It does not say but I 

ask the question. They seem very hot on 

their health and safety but in purely reading the advertisement not on the aspects associated with 

the driving task itself which is what the job is about. Of course we are looking at this advertisement 

in the literal sense of how it is presented but as professionals can we condone an eight hour plus 

day when the majority of it would appear to be driving and an apparent lack of the duty of care for 

the driver?  

Who is our argument with? The company who has presented this advertisement for 

publication and/or the people who have allowed it to be published?  

The thought crossed my mind of applying for this role and then asking some posing and difficult 

questions at interview not that I want the job! 
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Monday 25
th

 September 2017 | The Guildhall, Hull HU1 2AA 
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SAFER ROADS | SAFER VEHICLES | SAFER ROAD USERS | SAFER SPEEDS 

Ian Edwards 

Managing Director 

New View Consultants Ltd 

Neil Greig 

Research Director 

IAM RoadSmart 

Peter Harvey 

Chairman 

Motor Schools Association of GB 

Phil Jones 

Managing Director 

Phil Jones Associates 

George Lee 

Chief Executive 

Road Safety Markings Association 

Tyron Louw 

Research Assistant 

University of Leeds  

Karen Cole 

Director of Safety 

Motorcycle Industry Association 

Tony Kirby 

President 

Institute of Highway Engineers 

Nick Newton 

Road Safety Team Leader 

Amey 

Councillor John Hewitt 

Rt. Worshipful the Lord Mayor of 

Kingston upon Hull 

A talented list of speakers will head to Hull for the Safer Roads Safer Vehicles 

Safer Road Users Safer Speeds Conference on Monday 25th September 2017. 

Book your places go to https://www.grahamfeest.com/upcoming-events/ 

A handful of places now remain so book now to avoid disappointment 

https://www.grahamfeest.com/upcoming-events/
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Monday 5th March 2018 

Holiday Inn - COVENTRY 

 

Monday 9th April 2018 

Hotel Colessio – STIRLING 

 

 

CAT DEATHS SHOULD BE REPORTED 

Campaigners are calling for the law to be changed to require drivers who knock down cats to report 
the incident, claiming that our furry feline friends deserve the same rights as dogs. Tuesday 8th 
August was International Cat Day, as a chance to celebrate the bond between humans and cats. 

Under section 170 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 drivers are required to stop and report an incident 
involving specified animals including horses, cattle, ass, 
mule, sheep, pig, goat or dogs, but not cats or wild animals. 
But campaign group Cats Matter wants it to be made illegal 
for drivers to leave the scene without reporting that they 
have hit a cat. 

The Department for Transport said the Government 

understands the distress that can be caused when cats are 

run over and explained that the distinction between animals 

arises from the status of some as working animals rather 

than as domestic pets. Although there is no obligation to 

report all animal deaths on roads, the police advise drivers that, if possible, they should make 

enquiries to ascertain the owner of domestic animals, such as cats, and advise them of the 

situation. In addition, Rule 286 of The Highway Code also advises drivers to report any accident 

involving an animal to the police. 

PEDESTRAINS BEWARE OF THE RUNNER - PAVEMENT RAGE IS THE NEW PHENONIMON! 

The recent press coverage of the person who 

was pushed into the road by a jogger is by no 

means an isolated incident where those running 

on the pavement are barging their way past and 

through those just walking on the path.  

I recently sat on what I describe as the North 

Bank of the Thames by London Bridge waiting 

with colleagues for a lunch table and observed 

dozens of runners back and forth along the 

bankside pushing and shoving any pedestrian 

who might be in their way. On the same day I 

was en-route to the lunch rendezvous when I was forced to step into the gutter by road by a 

runner. I regret this important level of exercise and activities is becoming an issue as more and 

more people engage in this healthy pursuit as many do not want their rhythm upset and believe 

that they deserve the right of way!   

THE GRAHAM FEEST CONSULTANCY PRESENTS 
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DVSA CAMPAIGN AIMS TO CUT ABUSE TO STAFF 

 

Between April 2016 and March 2017, more than 300 driving 

examiners, vehicle testers and roadside enforcement staff 

suffered physical or verbal abuse while doing their jobs. This 

was an increase of more than 50% on the previous year. 

 

Such attacks have included; verbal abuse and death threats, 

damaging staff cars and offices, serious physical assaults, lorry 

drivers trying to run DVSA enforcement cars off the road, failed 

driving test candidates driving off with their examiner still in the 

car against their will. 

 

The campaign will: 

 

 warn people what will happen if they do abuse, threaten          

or assault staff 

 show how being assaulted at work affects members of 

staff 

 encourage staff to report any instance of abuse so offenders can be dealt with 

Learner drivers who swear at or verbally abuse staff will be forced to: 

 use a different test centre the next time they take a test 

 take future tests with an extra supervisor present 

Anyone who threatens or assault examiners, drives off with an examiner still in the car, or damages 

DVSA property will  be reported to the police and face the strongest possible penalties. If driving 

instructors try to influence the results of a driving test by harassing or threatening examiners they 

face banned from specific driving test centres and being removed from the approved driving 

instructor register. 

At the roadside, at operator sites or authorised testing centres DVSA will record any abuse from 

commercial drivers and vehicle operators as evidence for any investigation by the traffic 

commissioners - they have the power to suspend or take away driving licences and operator 

licences and also report serious incidents to the police 

 

BIOGAS LORRY TRIAL 

A large-scale trial featuring 81 biogas-powered delivery vehicles of varying sizes is about to begin 

across the UK. The biogas lorry trial is funded by the Department for Transport’s Office for Low 

Emission Vehicles (OLEV), in partnership with Innovate UK. The project involves five different sizes 

of HGV, ranging from 12 to 44 tonnes. Three different biogas fuels will be deployed – biomethane, 

compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG). Part of the trial will be to measure 

the CO2 reductions of each type of fuel to determine which gives the greatest savings compared to 

traditional diesel trucks. The trial will also test the effectiveness of a refrigerated trailer using a 

cryogenic liquid nitrogen cooling system.  
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LEARNER DRIVERS WILL BE ALLOWED ON MOTORWAYS FROM 2018 

Following a period of consultation the Departmen5t6 of transport has announced that Learner 

drivers will be allowed to take motorway driving lessons with an approved driving instructor in a car 

with dual controls from 2018. The exact date in 2018 will be confirmed nearer the time. The 

change will apply to England, Scotland and Wales. 

Learner drivers will need to be: 

Accompanied by a fully qualified Approved Driving Instructor (ADI) 

Driving a car fitted with dual controls 

(Trainee driving instructors will NOT be allowed to take learner drivers on the motorway) 

Any motorways lessons will be voluntary and it will be up to the approved driving instructor to 

decide when the learner driver is competent enough to have a motorway lesson. This change will 

only apply to learner drivers of cars. 

(Learner motorcyclists will NOT be allowed to have motorway lessons) 

The change will be well-publicised so driving instructors and learner drivers are prepared for the 

change, and other road users know what to expect. The Highway Code rules on motorways will also 

be updated. 

Driving instructors will be allowed to decide whether or not to keep their driving school roof-top 

box on during motorway lessons, based on the manufacturer’s instructions. However, the car will 

still need to display L plates on the front and rear if the rooftop box is removed. It is not intended 

to provide driving instructors extra training on providing motorway lessons, but learning materials 

and the car driving syllabus will be updated to incorporate motorway lessons. DVSA will also work 

with driving instructor associations and Highways England to provide extra guidance and advice for 

driving instructors. 

Until the law is changed, it’s still illegal for a learner driver to drive on a motorway. 

 

VIRTUAL SPEED BUMPS 

Virtual speed bumps are being used to discourage drivers from speeding on London roads. The 

Transport for London (TfL) initiative uses perspective to 

create the illusion of speed bumps, even though the 

surface of the road is flat. The idea was first trialled on 

the A117 in Newham in November 2014, and has since 

been rolled out at 45 locations across the capital. The 

aim is to bring traffic down to speeds of below 20mph. 

Speed humps have been prominent in the news in recent 

weeks after the Government’s new plans to tackle air 
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pollution controversially hinted at their removal. 

THE CHILDREN TRAFFIC CLUB 

TfL has temporarily withdrawn the Children’s 

Traffic Club London road safety campaign after 

complaints about a young Muslim girl wearing a 

hijab who features in the campaign resources. 

One of the images in the Children’s Traffic Club 

(CTC) London resources shows a child called 

Razmi, who is around three or four years old, 

wearing the religious veil as she plays with her 

friends. Several media including the Independent, 

The Times, Telegraph, Daily Mail, Standard, Sky 

News and Metro are reporting that the campaign has been pulled following accusations of 

‘sexualising’ the character, because the hijab is usually only worn after a girl hits puberty. 

However, TfL has told us it has temporarily blocked the online content in order to amend or remove 

any images that have caused offence. This imagery will also be amended or removed from all 

printed materials at the earliest opportunity. Funded by TfL, the Children Traffic Club London is 

provided free of charge to pre-school children and their parents and carers. TfL has stressed it is 

not permanently withdrawing CTC London, which remains an important part of its strategy to 

reduce the number of KSIs on London’s roads. 

 

CHILD SEAT SAFETY 

A new campaign has been launched in Scotland to warn parents about potentially fatal common 

errors made in fitting child car seats. The campaign developed by Road Safety Scotland, in 

partnership with the child seat specialist, Good Egg Safety sees the images of incorrectly-fitted 

child seats released via social media, backed up by nine short videos which are designed to  

‘graphically demonstrate’ why the child seats, or the children seated within them, are unsafe. 

Michael McDonnell, director of Road Safety Scotland, said:  

“Many parents would be horrified to learn their child car seats are not fitted 

properly and therefore not providing the protection their children need. This 

campaign seeks to highlight that, not only by raising awareness of the issue 

and providing advice and guidance but it also has a very practical element in 

that people can check the website, find the nearest car seat clinic and get 

the child-seat-car combination checked by an expert. It only takes a few 

minutes yet could save a child’s life.” 
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YOUR INVITATION TO LUNCH 

Wednesday 27th September 2017 

Stanley House, Preston New Road Mellor BB2 7NP 12noon to 2.00p.m. 

Discussions over lunch include updates on; 
Safer Roads, Safer Vehicles and Safer Road Users 

Whether as a society we teach people to DRIVE or to be DRIVERS. 
Valuable opportunity to network and find out what is under consideration nationally 

The only cost is your choice of lunch. Partners very welcome and also former colleagues whom you may know 
who are or have been involved in the work of road safety, traffic management, driver training or the like. 

Please email to say you are coming to: graham@grahamfeest.com 
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THE KEY PRINCIPLES OF CYBER SECURITY FOR CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES 

The Government has published guidance as 

part of plans to make sure the next 

generation of internet-connected cars are 

better protected from hackers. The 

measures to be put before Parliament are 

designed to ensure that modern vehicles 

provide protection for consumers if 

technologies fail. The guidance is 

accompanied by a call for manufacturers 

to help combat the threat posed by would-

be hackers. Smart vehicles which allow 

drivers to access maps, travel information 

and new digital radio services from the 

driving seat are increasingly becoming the 

norm. However, there are fears that would-be hackers could target these vehicles to access 

personal data, steal cars, or even take control of technology for ‘malicious reasons’. The guidance 

encourages engineers developing smart vehicles to ‘toughen up’ cyber protection. The guidance is 

centred on eight key principles, including: 

 Organisations involved in developing smart vehicles need to build in product aftercare and 

incident response to ensure systems are secure over their lifetime 

 All organisations, including sub-contractors, suppliers and potential 3rd parties, should 

work together to enhance the security of the system 

 Systems should be designed using a ‘defence-in-depth’ approach 

 The storage and transmission of data must be secure and controlled 

 Systems must be designed to be resilient to attacks, and able to respond appropriately 

when defences or sensors fail 

Find a copy at https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/document-library-latest-uploads/guidance-

reference/ 

 

PROJECT EDWARD 

Project EDWARD 2017 takes place on 21 September and looks to 

encourage drivers, riders and pedestrians to spare an extra thought for 

their safety.  

The awareness-raising event first ran in September 2016 to ‘re-energise 

the reduction of fatalities and serious injuries on Europe’s roads’ - by 

drawing attention to the 70 deaths that occur on average each day on 

Europe’s roads. It was conceived by TISPOL - the European Traffic Police 

Network - whose work focuses on pan-European activity to make roads 

safer. 
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